Ford lightning fuel filter

The fuel pump on a Ford F sends fuel to the engine. However, the fuel pump will eventually wear
out. If the fuel pickup is not fully submerged in gasoline, it can be especially hard on the fuel
pump, causing it to burn out as it draws in air and gasoline, struggling to do its job. Before
having the fuel pump replaced, troubleshoot the problem. Check the fuse for the fuel pump.
Remove the fuse cover panel by pulling up on the release lever for the cover under the steering
wheel and pulling down on the fuse panel cover. Remove the fuse for the fuel pump. Use the
diagram on the underside of the fuse panel cover to locate the fuse for the fuel pump. If the fuse
is blown, replace it with a fuse of the same amperage. Listen for the fuel pump to prime. You
should hear a slight humming sound while this happens. It will only last for a second or two and
you have to listen very carefully. If the fuel pump does not prime and the fuel pump is getting
power the fuse for the pump is not blown , then the fuel pump is likely malfunctioning or it has
failed. Have the pump replaced by a professional mechanic. I am a Registered Financial
Consultant with 6 years experience in the financial services industry. I am trained in the
financial planning process, with an emphasis in life insurance and annuity contracts. I have
written for Demand Studios since Step 1 Check the fuse for the fuel pump. Step 2 Turn the
ignition to the "II" position. Haynes; Posted on Jun 24th To some extent the dirty work has been
done â€” all you need to do is get the parts and have them installed. Ford Motor Company was
kind enough to package these F Flyers with a solid go-fast foundation such as a supercharger,
a beefy transmission, and a heavy duty rear. The aftermarket took over from there and produced
some outstanding bolt-on parts that really work. After all real bolt on performance parts are
supposed to be simple, the price should be affordable, and the performance outstanding. Not
only has the aftermarket risen to the occasion much quicker than it did for the 4. Lightning
owners can slap on different combinations of parts and unlock upward of HP or more in an
afternoon. And these trucks do so with a race weight of lbs. It has many bolt on modifications
and it runs well. And that friends is way cool. Lightning Parts are everywhere and there is no
end in sight. So in order to get you up to speed, we compiled this list of popular Lightning
Modifications, tricks, and tips. All of which can be found in ourFord Lightning Parts section on
our website. There are many basic tricks to unlocking horsepower from your Lightning. One of
them is run with the engine coolant as cold as possible and to cool the upper intake manifold
with ice. Chilling the stock manifold or the aftermarket Lightning Power Plenum makes the air
entering the engine dense and helps to increase power. Running with a cool intake and with the
engine temp cold can be worth 2-tenths when compared to making a pass with the engine at full
operating temperature. One of the oldest paths to quick elapsed time is to remove weight from
the vehicle. In all, you can easily remove about pounds, and that will shave about 2-tenths of a
second off your ET. Yanking out the front antiroll bar will save weight about 20 pounds and also
allow the front end to rise quicker and higher, which helps transfer weight and plant the back
tires on launch. One of the common problems with supercharged Lightning trucks is that the
engine sucks oil through the valve seal during heavy deceleration. Because of this, oil can work
its way into the intake manifold and even contaminate the mass air meter. Simply installing a
breather cap in place of the oil filler cap will help to prevent this from occurring. The stock air
inlet system on the Lightning is quite restrictive. Most high-performance engines will benefit
from better breathing, and your Lightning is no different. Therefore, by removing the stock air
box and filter and replacing it with a free-flowing Lightning cold air kit, you can notice gains of
pounds of boost and hp. F Lightning trucks like air, and by sapping your stock twin-bore
throttle body for a big mouth single blade unit, you can improve the airflow entering the engine.
This unit can flow over 1, cfm. This creates a parasitic loss and robs about hp from the engine.
By installing the LFP Electric Fan kit, you can free up horsepower and also have a remote
switch so you can cool the engine quickly between runs. The stock Lightning Intercooler is very
small and does a poor job cooling your blower. Boost equals power, and one way to increase
boost is to change the drive ratio of the pulleys to spin the blower faster. LFP machines
aftermarket Lightning pulleys in lightweight aluminum vs. Please be sure that you properly
adjust your ECM when adding an aftermarket pulley, this can be done with a SCT Handheld
Programmer or at your local Lightning certified dyno-shop. If there is a key to unlocking hidden
power of the Lightning engine, it is most certainly the aftermarket performance tuner and
reflash. The tuners have the ability to write custom program files specific for your Lightning by
your local dyno-shop or by our team of specialized LFP Tuners. They change the fuel curve,
timing advance, shift points, and shift firmness and can show a gain of hp at the wheels or as
much as tenths of a second in the quarter mile. Let LFP do the work for you. Whether your
wanting to add just a few ponies or go all out balls to the wall, the LFP Power Packages have
what you need. The packages are the best bang for the buck combining all the most popular
and biggest gaining parts in one low price. Most will agree that the optimum gear ratio for the
average Lightning is 3. However if you own a â€” Lightning, the stock gear ratio is 3. A common

misconception is that if you install 4. Not so with the Lightning. Because you have a huge 9.
Pick up a set of Lightning Gears today. These sticky radials hook extremely well, yet maintain
all the handling characteristics of a typical radial tire. One of the oldest drag racing tricks is to
toss on a set of skinny front tires. The benefits include reduced rolling resistance and lighter
weight. Generally, replacing the stock tires with a set of skinnies will be worth about 1-tenth
second or more and a mph increase in the quarter mile. If you are looking for maximum traction
at the strip, we highly recommend installing a set of aftermarket Lightning Shocksby QA1. Due
to the massive torque of the 5. By installing stiffer-than-stock rear shocks, the action of the rear
housing is slowed down and the tires stay hooked up. Bilstein sells nonadjustable shocks,
while QA1 sells adjustable units that can be set up for a soft ride on the street and then
tightened for track use. Traction Bars are necessary on hard-launching trucks because the axle
housing has a tendency to over-rotate, which causes the leaf springs to wind up and distort.
This leads to two major problems. First, pinion angle becomes excessive, which can lead to a
broken driveshaft, and second, you may find your Lightning has excessive wheel hop, which is
a result of the leaf springs winding up and releasing repeatedly. The LFP bars offer no pre-load
and 0 weight transfer time which means no delay in transfer and hook-up. In addition to
preventing axle windup, the bars transfer the torque to the body of the truck, which helps to
plant the rear tires to the track. Other types of bars, such as the Caltrack require a preload, or
mount directly to your leaf springs causing a VERY uncomfortable ride. Switching to a set of
Bell-Tech Shackles will lower the rear of your truck 2 inches, but, more importantly, it will
change the pinion angle from 0 degrees to 2 degrees negative or down , which helps plant the
rear on launch for better traction. When horsepower is increased on Lightning trucks, it
becomes necessary to shift the transmission quicker and crisper to minimize slippage. The
Re-vamped valve body functions by raising line pressure with a brand new line-mod-vale
pre-installed and all upgraded internals causing quicker and firmer shifts. The LFP Valve Body
also helps lengthen the life of your transmission clutches by absorbing the heavy torque loads
during shifts at wide open throttle WOT. The additional fluid will help the transmission run
cooler and live longer. The standard Lightning transmission, known as the 4R, is one tough
mutha. It has full lock-up capabilities and can handle the torque generated by the strong hp and
hp Supercharged V-8s. However, one you begin to modify your truck, especially with a chip and
more boost, the transmission might not be up to the task. The common problem is the
Second-gear clutches to slip and eventually fail. In addition, other internal failures in the front
pump and the Overdrive band can occur over time. We had our Lightning Bolt transmission
rebuilt some time ago by installing an LFP Stage 2 Rebuild Kit with new Raybestos clutch
packs, Torrington Bearings, and packed full of upgraded rebuild components. One of the many
tricks to improving elapsed time at the track is to install a loose torque converter. Because of
the monster torque, it is not necessary to have a loose converter, as in most drag racing
applications. The stock Lightning converter stalls to about 1,â€”rpm, so not much more stall is
needed. A Lightning torque converter that is too loose will only serve to build excessive heat in
the converter and the transmission, but it will not help acceleration. Lightning owners have two
options. They can choose Shorty headers or long-tube headers, just like you can with a
Mustang. Shorty headers show no real gains on the dyno and long-tubes can get pricey,
especially for installation. By Installing the mid-pipes and catback along with a pulley kit, you
can see gains from hp. Like the 3. The aluminum unit is lighter than the steel and will improve
performance by decreasing rotating weight. Both the NMRA and the IHRA require a driveshaft
safety loop to be installed no more than 6 inches away from the front U-joint in order to catch
the driveshaft in case of U-joint failure. Want to skip all the jabs and go right for the gut punch?
Lightning Whipple Superchargers produce twice the amount of horsepower per pound of boost
than the stock Lightning M Blower and operate with less heat. Lightning Whipple Superchargers
have the capability to go up to 24psi on the 2. With the ability to run cooler and produce over
horsepower to the wheels, Whipple Superchargers are becoming increasingly popular in the
Lightning Community. There are many tricks to getting extra air into your Lightning engine. And
one way is to trade your stock upper manifold for this ported unit from Lightning Force
Performance. After the throttle body, the next restriction is the upper manifold. One of the
easiest modifications you can make on your Lightning is to add an aftermarket mass air meter.
Keeping your 5. And one way to stay cool is to swap the stock water pump for an aluminum
water pump from the Cobra R. The Cobra pump is more efficient, lighter weight, and will
dissipate heat better than the stock cast pump. While many of the modifications you can make
to your Lightning are inexpensive, others can cost quite a bit. The few bucks will be worth
having the quantifiable results. Remember though, to use the same dyno and to chart the
weather and track conditions if you are track testing. Nitrous Oxide is not a mystery gas. It is 2
parts nitrogen and 1 part oxygen, and the heat from combustion causes the nitrogen molecules

to separate from the oxygen molecules. The result is simply more oxygen for combustion. When
mixed with the correct amount of fuel, massive gains in horsepower and torque can be had. LFP
offers a complete kit for the Gen 2 Lightning that includes everything needed for a clean and
safe install. We offer a complete Nitrous Express Wet EFI kit that is adjustable from 50hp to hp
and your choice of Bottle sizes 10lb recommended. There comes a time in virtually all high
performance applications when more fuel is needed to keep the engine running in top form. LFP
Offers a kit complete with two new pumps, filter socks, rubber pump sleeves, hoses, clamps,
new as tank gasket, and an optional Stainless Steel Y fitting and submersible Gates Fuel Hose.
Current Lightning owners may notice at times that after a hard acceleration or burnout, their
truck loses power and slows drastically. This may be the cause of the boost bypass valve
opening, which causes the boost to be dumped. Well, this is designed into the system to
prevent over-acceleration of the vehicle or the engine. The kit installs easily and allows for full
boost whenever it is needed. If you pull off your stock air box, remove your blower, or open the
intake system in any way you may have noticed a build-up of Oil collecting. Under WOT and
high-rpm acceleration the supercharger suction is at its greatest which over time can cause a
build up of oil-sludge in your intercooler and your intake track. The LFPLightning Oil Separator
will stop the oil in its tracks by collecting the excess oil in a clear vile which can easily be
discarded or poured back into your oil fill. Last, but certainly not least are Lightning Spark
Plugs. But who has a stock Ford Lightning anymore? With the additional of air intake and more
boost the spark plugs become too hot and can pre-maturely burn up due to the extra heat inside
your combustion chamber. Installing a colder heat range spark plug will not only prevent your
spark plugs from burning up, but will perform more efficiently causing your Lightning to gain
horsepower. All prices are in USD. Please wait Currency Displayed in. Wish Lists. View Cart 0 0.
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There are many basic tricks to unlocking horsepower from your Lightning. Weight Watcher One
of the oldest paths to quick elapsed time is to remove weight from the vehicle. Oil Breather Cap
One of the common problems with supercharged Lightning trucks is that the engine sucks oil
through the valve seal during heavy deceleration. Simply installing a breather cap in place of
the oil filler cap will help to prevent this from occurring 5. Cold Air Package The stock air inlet
system on the Lightning is quite restrictive. Throttle Up F Lightning trucks like air, and by
sapping your stock twin-bore throttle body for a big mouth single blade unit, you can improve
the airflow entering the engine. Performance Tuners If there is a key to unlocking hidden power
of the Lightning engine, it is most certainly the aftermarket performance tuner and reflash. Ring
â€” and â€” Pinion Most will agree that the optimum gear ratio for the average Lightning is 3.
Skinnies One of the oldest drag racing tricks is to toss on a set of skinny front tires. Drag
Shocks If you are looking for maximum traction at the strip, we highly recommend installing a
set of aftermarket Lightning Shocksby QA1. Traction Bars Traction Bars are necessary on
hard-launching trucks because the axle housing has a tendency to over-rotate, which causes
the leaf springs to wind up and distort. In Shackles Switching to a set of Bell-Tech Shackles will
lower the rear of your truck 2 inches, but, more importantly, it will change the pinion angle from
0 degrees to 2 degrees negative or down , which helps plant the rear on launch for better
traction. Shift Kit Valve Body When horsepower is increased on Lightning trucks, it becomes
necessary to shift the transmission quicker and crisper to minimize slippage. Transmission
Mission The standard Lightning transmission, known as the 4R, is one tough mutha. Get
Converted One of the many tricks to improving elapsed time at the track is to install a loose
torque converter. Aluminum Driveshaft Like the 3. Whip it Lightning Whipple Upgrade Want to
skip all the jabs and go right for the gut punch? Ported Manifold There are many tricks to
getting extra air into your Lightning engine. Meter Upgrade One of the easiest modifications you
can make on your Lightning is to add an aftermarket mass air meter. Water Pump Keeping your
5. Get Juiced Nitrous Oxide is not a mystery gas. Fuel Pump Upgrade There comes a time in
virtually all high performance applications when more fuel is needed to keep the engine running
in top form. Boost Bypass Kit Current Lightning owners may notice at times that after a hard
acceleration or burnout, their truck loses power and slows drastically. Oil Separator If you pull
off your stock air box, remove your blower, or open the intake system in any way you may have
noticed a build-up of Oil collecting. Categories View all categories. Remember Me? What's
New? Results 1 to 15 of Thread: 02 Ford Lightning Running Issues Thread Tools Show Printable
Version. Early this year I took my ford to the ford dealership to troubleshoot my running issues.
I told them I just replaced it a few years back so I took the truck back home and replaced the
fuel pumps with two Walbros lph pumps replaced the Y connector with a stainless steel one and
put everything back together. I checked the fuel pressure and currently read around 30 psi.
Stock levels should be around So I put my fuel pressure gauge right after the fuel filter and
pinched off the line and read around 60 psi. So I got good pressure. I then hook up my fuel

pressure gauge on my fuel rail and I pinch off my return line by my fuel filter and I get around 60
psi. When I let everything flow without pinching my line anywhere I get around 30 psi. Which
tells me the fuel regulator stock and another new stock one is regulating at 30 psi. The only way
I can change this is get an adjustable regulator. So now I really don't have a fuel pressure issue
anymore but my truck acts just the same before doing all of this still. The problem I'm having is
that it is very gutless when going up hills and when I want to get on it. It wants to "pop" or
"choke" out especially right before it goes into the next gear if I want it to kick down by putting
my foot in it more. Can anyone please give me some ideas on what is going on? Any
information would be great! I know that the timing should advance while giving throttle but this
isn't the case for my 02 Lightning. Can anyone please give me some ideas and thoughts on why
this might be? One thing comes to mind with your description, intercooler pump not working.
Check for flow when warmed up, pop the cap and look inside you should see fluid moving. The
items to also be checked, the ceramic resistor by the intercooler pump and then just replace
both fuel relays, these have a tendency to stick. I highly doubt the stock regulator is bad, it can
happen just not a common theme. On my '02, the fuel pressure has always been around in
normal running conditions, goes to over 50 while in boost under load. What is your mod list,
how many miles, and what was the last thing you did before the problem was noticed the first
time. Sounds like your intercooler pump is dead. The higher the temps the more timing it pulls
out. The pump is located behind the heat exchanger in the bumper. Thank you guys for your
replies! Last night I was working on the truck until pm Here is what we did. We pulled the fuel
line from the fuel filter and checked flow. I am getting around 4. Then we pulled the upstream
and downstream fuel lines off the fuel rail and blew air through them with a white cloth at the
other end to see if anything might come out other than gas and to see if we are having any kind
of flow issues. Everything appeared to look fine and the air flow was great. So then we hooked
up the upstream fuel line back to the fuel rail and pulled the fuel pressure regulator then blew
from the fuel line just after the fuel filter down the fuel line into the fuel rail and flow appeared to
feel and sound good. Then we put the fuel pressure regulator back in and then connected the
return fuel line back to the fuel rail and blew air into the fuel line just after the fuel filter and we
would get air pressure at this time I also had the fuel pressure gauge installed on the fuel rail
around 65 psi and then the air would drop to around 40 psi which is correct for the fuel pressure
regulator is rated for that and then we would get some air back at the end of the return line. So
the whole fuel system other than the injectors have great flow and did not have any junk come
out of them. So we then decided to just hook everything back up and start the truck. The truck
started right away and sounded awesome. So we decided to take it down the road and it would
run just fine before we would get into boost. Right when we were getting into boost it would
hesitate so I just kept on driving for about 10 miles avoiding boost and the truck would run fine!
This was not the case before. Also all this time I had the fuel pressure gauge hooked up and in
my window and I was holding steady 37 psi which is also within spec. So I decided to take it for
a longer drive and with all said and done I am now able to get up to around psi of boost before
hesitation. So we did something to at least get a change. I also before did run some tests on
them and they tested ok. Question now is can the stock ECU handle the super charger change
in boost pressure etc? My thought is that the stock ECU with the change in pulleys for the
supercharger may not know what to do with the higher boost pressure and it is going off the
map and therefore cutting fuel as a safety. Any ideas on this thought? My other idea is that I
might have a gummed up fuel injector and that might be causing the problem. For this I was just
going to go out and fill my tank up half way and put some seafoam in the fuel tank. Please let
me know what you think. The stock tune can safely adjust for up to 4 psi more boost over stock
but it isn't the best practice, should have a proper custom tune. To check fuel pressure connect a mechanical gauge to the schrader port on the fuel rail, remove and plug the vacuum
reference line on the regulator, at idle the fuel pressure should be 40 psi. Is the check engine
light coming on or are there any codes? You need to check the TPS and make sure it's adjusted
and reading properly. What spark plugs do you have and what are they gapped to? List
everything that has been done modification wise also, it helps. So that eliminates that
possibility. The fuel pressure has been tested and is good now after replacing the pumps with
two Walbros LPH pumps with the stainless steel Y fitting etc. In regards to a check engine light I
have no pending codes or any codes at all so no check engine light. I am not aware that you can
even adjust this. The spark plugs are brand new and are the ford motorcraft brand which were
gaped to the stock gap of. From what I was reading that a general rule of 1 pound of boost 1
degree retard. So 4 pounds of boost 4 degrees retarded. So are far as I currently know above is
what was done. Also there is only around 73K miles on the truck. Close the plug gap down
sounds to me like it is blowing the spark out. I am no gen2 guru but I know that u should close
the gap when upping the boost. Id set um at about. The Navy seals eliminated one Muslim threat

to this country its up to the voters to eliminate the other! Must be a nation of Muslims as well! Y
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ou need a tune!!! Smaller upper and larger lower means it had a tune. You said it looked to have
a chip installed in the ecu that Ford replaced. You are probably trying to run 6lb's of extra boost
with the stock tune. Plugs need to be gapped to around. I would swap to tr-6 plugs. Originally
Posted by decepts. However, maybe somebody up there is watching out for you because if your
engine is pullied as you say it is, you could well be up as high as psi. One good WOT run on a
stock tune and you could seriously damage your pistons. I'll be hoping that your next thread
doesn't say you just joined the VBC. Last edited by Madferraristi; at AM. Did you ever get this
running correctly?? If not did you ever consider the check valve is bad in the gas tank.?? Mine
is doing the same thing as yours it seems It's eight years later. The guy probably doesn't even
have the truck anymore. He hasn't even logged into the site since June Originally Posted by
Mikediddi. All times are GMT The time now is AM.

